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This very festive home in Long Beach is set up with hard work, long hours and lots of
love by our very own SCRID Membership chair, Bob LaParo and his partner Michael
Pack. Click here for the full story behind this amazing holiday display.
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SCRID January 2019 President’s Message
Click here for ASL version.
Hello, SCRIDians!
I hope you are enjoying your winter holidays and taking advantage of them to spend quality time
with your friends and loved ones.
January marks the mid-fiscal-year mark for SCRID and we are looking ahead at some sensational
ongoing activities.
The SCRID Leadership Orientation Series continues with our last session on January 8, 2018. To register for
0.20 General Studies CEUs, click here: January 8, 2019 7:00 pm Policies & Procedures III (Misc Policies).
The first four sessions were informative and entertaining! You can view the videos by going to www.scrid.org home
page and clicking on the link. (No CEUs available for viewing after the broadcast.)
Also on the schedule this month is the January Face-to-Face Meeting and the “Analyzing Real Life Decisions”
Workshop with our very own Marcus Gunter, PDC chairperson and his colleague, David Rice. Come out to get
some practical advice, earn some CEUs and get caught up on SCRID and RID activities.
Next up is the “DeafBlind Way for Dummies” training by Southern California Association of the DeafBlind, an entire weekend of practical training for working with members of the DeafBlind Community. Join your DI and SSP colleagues and earn up to 1.1 PS CEUs, make new friends and become a valuable asset to the So Cal Deaf Community. There will be two weekends available for you: February 23 & 24, and March 8 & 9.
Go to www.scrid.org or see the links below to register for any of the events above.
Also coming soon are SCRID elections! The following positions will be open for new leadership:
President

Vice President

Treasurer

Diversity Member-at-Large



Members must hold associate or certified membership in both RID and SCRID for at least one year by the date
the member takes office (July 1, 2019) in order to be eligible for holding a SCRID board of officers position



To run for or nominate someone for any position on the SCRID board, submit the following documents to
elections@scrid.org:



A letter of nomination or letter of intent to serve including qualifications of the candidate Current resume



Proof of current RID membership

If you have any questions about these positions, feel free to email or text me. Let’s chat! Training is available for all
positions!
As we look forward to the Spring Semester, keep the following events in mind for interpreters in educational settings:
California Educators of the Deaf (CalEd)
2019 Conference: April 5 - 9, 2019 in Riverside, CA
Website: https://www.cal-ed.org/
National Association of Interpreters in Education (NAIE)
2019 Conference: June 20 - 23, 2019 at Univ. of Northern Colorado
Website: http://naiedu.org/
Happy Spring, everyone!

Peggy Huber, CI & CT
SCRID President
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The Southern California Association of the DeafBlind hosted a weekend of valuable
training for anyone who works with members of the DeafBlind Community, sponsored
by SCRID and SDCRID. It was held on December 1st and 2nd at Rolling Start, Inc. in San
Bernardino. Topics covered were “Modes of Communication,” “Visual Description:
Culture Sensitivity,” “DeafBlind Panel: Embrace our Identities,” and “Support Service
Provider vs DeafBlind Interpreter.” As you see from the photos, we were in full swing
of learning and communicating.
This, and the next two presentations of this workshop, are fundraisers for a ProTactile training being planned
for the end of 2019. We hope you can join us in preparation for fully engaging in further training, and in support of bringing ProTactile once again to Southern California!
Special thanks to Roberto Cabrera, Ashlea Hayes, Elias Davila, Kimberly Han, Julian Castaneda and Roberto
Sandoval for this amazing training.

Photo Description: An upperbody/face shot of two people: Peggy Huber on the left, hearing, sighted white female, late middle-aged,
with shoulder-length blonde hair,
wearing a dark blue jacket and
shirt, smiling, favoring the right side
of her face, with Roberto Sandoval
next to her on the right, a Deaf,
sighted Latinx male, in his 30s, with
short, combed-up dark brown hair,
wearing a burgundy-colored collared shirt with white buttons, open
at the top button. Both are standing in front of a yellow wall with
two wood-trimmed door frames
behind them in the distance again
angle. They are both smiling at the
camera.

Photo Description: A picture of 3 presenters standing at the front of the room
(yellow walls), with a white sheet/screen hanging in the middle of the wall, showing a projected presentation slide that reads: “Support Service Provider vs. DeafBlind Interpreter: Role Description” (with additional, smaller unreadable text below the title). A low, thin, rectangular, wooden table with three Starbucks cups &
a paper food bags below the white presentation screen. It is pushed against the
wall, and separates 2 individuals (on left) from the 3rd (on right). 2 presenters
standing up front on the left are Roberto Sandoval, a Deaf, sighted Latinx male
interpreter, in his 30s, with short, combed-up dark brown hair, wearing a longsleeved burgundy-colored collared shirt with white buttons, open at the top
button, and black pants, & Elias Davila, a DeafBlind Latinx male, in his 20s, with
glasses, a brown mustache/goatee, a black newsboy hat, wearing a long-sleeved
black, collared shirt with shiny buttons, open at the top button, black pants, and a
gray belt, with his arms hanging in front of him, left hand crossed over his right
hand. Roberto S., is providing Pro-Tactile ASL Back Back-Channeling to Elias. They are slightly turned, facing Roberto C., a DeafBlind, Latinx male, middleaged, short buzz-cut shaved head, 5 o’clock shadow, wearing a dark blue T-shirt,
and dark pants, standing on the right side, presenting in ASL. There is a small
“Happy Holidays” sign in green, red, gold, and white, with a snowman’s head on
the left, above the ‘H’s, hanging on the wall to the right of Elias and left of the
white screen.
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Photo description: Kimberly Han is standing at the front of the
yellow room, to the left of the white projector screen with the
title “Culture Sensitivity” and smaller unreadable text below. She is an Asian DeadBlind female with glasses, black hair
pulled back into a ponytail/bun, wearing a black, long-sleeved
scoop-necked top (sleeves pushed up to her elbows), dark
blue jeans, with her hands on her hips. Ashlea Hayes (standing
to the right of the projector screen, wearing a black, longsleeved dress, with a strap showing on her right shoulder), an
African-American DeafBlind female with short, light brown/
highlighted natural hair, parted slightly on her left, and gold
hoop earrings, has her left hand being held by Roberto Cabrera
(standing to the right of Ashlea, wearing a dark blue shirt,
glasses on top of his head, and standing in profile, facing the
left). He is signing to Ashlea. with her left hand sandwiched
between his right and left hands. Ashlea is gazing slightly
downward. Jerrin George, a Deaf, sighted Indian-American
male with full beard and mustache, dark brown hair, short on
the sides with a slight bob in the front to his right, wearing a
long-sleeved black button-down shirt is standing behind Ashlea, providing Pro-Tactile ASL Back Back-Channeling to her. He
is looking out into the audience

Photo description: Training presenters are seated in
a row, with a white screen behind them. L-R: Kimberly Han (left hand behind Ashlea, resting on her chair
back), Ashlea Hayes (her left hand on top of Roberto
C.’s right hand), Roberto Cabrera (with his right hand
under Ashlea’s signing the letter “P” and his left hand
under Julian’s right hand, signing the letter “T”), Julian Castaneda (DeafBlind Latinx male, brown wavy
hair short-cropped, with a widow’s peak, slight smile,
wearing a red hoodie, silver metal zipper zipped all
the way up to his neck, black shirt peeking up at the
neckline under the hoodie, blue jeans, looking down
toward his and Roberto C’s hands), and Elias Davila.
Standing behind the DB Row of presenters is Roberto
Sandoval, providing Pro-Tactile Back Back-Channeling
to Ashlea and Roberto C. All are facing the front,
smiling, except Julian.

Photo description: General set up of presentation room,
taken from front of room and showing 9 attendees of
various genders, ages, backgrounds, hearing, and vision
statuses, seated, watching the presentation. 2 DeadBlind
consumer are sitting with their backs to the presenters,
while their Interpreters are seated forward, facing the
presenters. Ashlea Hayes and Roberto Cabrera are accessing the presentation visually, as are all of the other
sighted individuals. The presenters’ laptop and projector
are on a small wooden desk/table in the front-middle of
the room.
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PPO CMP Requirement Tracking
Begins 01 Jan 2019
Photo and Video description : Backdrop is green.
Stephanie is a Caucasian woman wearing a V-neck
royal blue shirt with ¾ length sleeves. She has brown
hair pulled back into a ponytail.

Click on photo to view this announcement in ASL.
The new CMP requirement for continuing education in the realm of Power, Privilege and
Oppression (PPO) is here! Well, it’s actually been here since the 2015 conference, but RID
recently announced the backend system is up and running and ready to begin tracking
your PPO CEUs!
During the 2015 RID National Conference membership passed a motion requiring 1.0 of
our 6.0 Professional Studies CEUs be related to topics of PPO. No development timeline
was included in the motion, meaning this requirement began immediately, however there
remained a need for development of content area definitions and criteria, as well as a
tracking system for the CMP. As such interpreters have had a professional responsibility to
fulfill this requirement for three years, yet we have thus far been without requisite systems in
place to monitor this piece.
It has now been announced that for those whose cycles renew or begin 01 January 2019
or after RID will track your PPO credits. CMP Sponsors are currently able to designate PPO
CEUs earned, yet monitoring fulfillment of the requirement will not begin until your next cycle renewal date. RID is still working on updating information on the website, yet you may
click here to see a complete and updated listing of RID’s content area standards and
guidelines which include the PPO definitions and criteria.
For a detailing of the history of and expansion upon this requirement, see Lisa Weems’ article “A Standard of Inclusion: Power, Privilege, and Oppression CEUs.”
-Stephanie Webb
SCRID Secretary
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How do we talk about the work?
“Foundations with Betty Colonomos”
I’m a fan! I have known Betty in a variety of capacities for many, many years, and
her Foundations Seminar series is truly an invigorating and challenging opportunity
to develop the skills we need to talk about the work of an interpreter. The Foundations Seminars do not focus on the product of an interpretation, which has it’s
Betty Colonomos
place, for sure (primarily with language development workshops for interpreters),
but much more about the cognitive processes all interpreters tap into to create successful interpretations and by which to understand where unsuccessful interpretations are centered
(with which part of the cognitive process of interpreting there is a breakdown).
Trying to explain what you learn at one of the Foundations Seminars is an ineffective way to share the
dynamic experience and does no service to the rich, complex experiential process of the dialogic practice that Betty has cultivated in her seminars.
I have taken Foundations I twice, and Foundations II once. I could take Foundations I and II again and
again, and still benefit from the practice and process. Once is definitely never enough! Betty is a true
leader in the interpreting field whose brilliance, insight and models are leading the way to new interpreter education paradigms.
For more resources regarding Betty Colonomos’ Foundations of Interpreting Seminar series, check
out: visitbmc.com
Cynthia Herbst
Vice President SCRID
The next “Foundations of Interpreting 1” will be Jan 4,5,6 2019 at California State
University Long Beach, CA

World Association of Sign Language Interpreters (WASLI)
Nov 22, 2018

Our Sincere thanks for the Southern California RID (SCRID) for their generous
donation of $1000.00 received today. This means that three more of our Latin
American interpreter association presidents will have their registration fees for
WASLI covered. It is a huge demonstration of support that ensures leaders in
Latin America can participate in WASLI 2019 and bring back new knowledge
and skills to their home countries. Thank you so such to SCRID for their leadership that makes an impact beyond the USA!
Are you able to donate to WASLE 2019: It’s as easy as using the donate button on the WASLE website!
https://wasli.org/
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Great Book to Consider for your
professional library
(The following description is from Amazon.com)

As the ASL-English interpreting field has become
professionalized, there is a growing disconnect
between interpreters and the Deaf consumers
they serve. Whereas interpreting used to be a
community-based practice, the field is growing
into a research-based profession that begins in a
classroom rather than in the Deaf community.
Despite the many gains being made in the interpreting services profession, with an emphasis on
the accuracy of the interpreted work, the perspectives of Deaf individuals are rarely documented in the literature. Opportunities for enhanced participation and full inclusion need to
be considered in order for Deaf people to best
represent themselves to the hearing, nonsigning
public as competent and intelligent individuals.

Peace Over Violence (POV) is a
nonprofit organization located in
both Downtown Los Angeles and
West San Gabriel Valley. POV
provides services to survivors of domestic violence,
sexual assault and interpersonal violence. Some of
the services we offer are counseling, case management, legal advocacy, support groups, empowerment
self-defense and more. One of POV’s departments is
called the Deaf, Disabled and Elder Services
(DDES). Recently, we received a new grant that has
allowed us to provide services to victims of crime in
the deaf community. We have trauma therapists and
case managers that can provide services in ASL to
these survivors. POV has had our DDES department
for over 27 years, actively assisting survivors of violence within our communities. All of our services are
free of charge as well.
Jasmine Barnes
Assistant Division Program Supervisor
Peace Over Violence
1015 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Office: (213) 955-9090 Ext. 152
Fax: (213) 955-9093
www.peaceoverviolence.org
Building healthy relationships, families and communities free from sexual, domestic and interpersonal violence since 1971
Click here for more information
Deaf, Disabled & Elder Services
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Important dates for Fiscal Year 2018-19
January 8, 2010
January 19, 2019
February 8, 2019
March 8, 2019
April 26, 2019
May 25, 2019

SCRID Leadership Orientation—PPM III 7:00 pm
BoD Face-to-Face meeting & Workshop (Location TBA)
BoD Online Meeting—6:30 pm
BoD Online Meeting—6:30 pm
BoD Online Meeting—6:30 pm
Annual Membership Meeting Director's Meeting

(BoD = Board of Directors)

Online meetings—platform TBA

This is an election year for SCRID!
Jan 19, 2019
June 22, 2019
Feb 8, 2019
April 26, 2019
May 25, 2019

Important election dates:

Select Elections &Workshop (at GLAD)
Annual Board of Ad Hoc Committee Chairperson
Call for candidate nominations*
Electronic ballots sent to members
Announcement of election results

*SCRID members can self-nominate or nominate others by sending in a statement of intent to serve or nomination statement, and the candidate's resume.
If the candidate is self-nominated, they must also include an endorsement by a SCRID voting member-in-good-standing.
Click here for full Elections policy. SCRID Elections Rules

SCRID Officers

Position
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Deaf Member-at-Large
IDP Member-at-Large
Diversity Member-at-Large

Name
Peggy Huber
Cynthia Herbst
Stephanie Webb
Anne Jackson
Jerrin George
Paola Marales
Vacant

E-Mail
president@scrid.org
vicepresident@scrid.org
secretary@scrid.org
treasurer@scrid.org
deafmemberatlarge@scrid.org
idpmemberatlarge@scrid.org
divmemberatlarge@scrid.org

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Position
Membership
Professional Development
Certification Maintenance
Public Relations
Website Committee
Newsletter Committee
Contact Us:

Name
Bob LoParo
Amanda Carso & Marcus Gun
Vacant/inactive
Beth D’Addario & Lena Serrano
Jerrin George
Brenda Pluntze

E-Mail
membershipchair@scrid.org
pdc@scrid.org
cmp@scrid.org
pr@scrid.org
websitechair@scrid.org
newsletter@scrid.org
Follow SCRID on Social Media:

2648 E. Workman Ave. #3001-290
West Covina, CA 91791
(323) 379-4541 (Google
Voicemail)
Contact Us:
2648 E. Workman Ave. #3001-290 West Covina, CA 91791
president@scrid.org
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